AWN CyberSOC™ Monitoring for G Suite

Arctic Wolf detects and responds to advanced threats targeting your G Suite SaaS deployment and helps you comply with regulatory mandates. Every customer is assigned a Concierge Security™ team (CST) of engineers who provide the security expertise you need to comprehensively detect and respond to threats across your on-premises, hybrid and cloud environments.

By monitoring your business's SaaS applications, Arctic Wolf detects threats like unauthorized access, human error and malicious insiders.

Effective Monitoring of Your G Suite Deployment

The cloud-based AWN CyberSOC™ service detects malicious activity by providing comprehensive visibility into use of your G Suite applications and all on-premises infrastructure. AWN CyberSOC enables you to:

- **Centralize and simplify security business-wide:** Single pane of glass across multiple attack surfaces to centralize monitoring of network infrastructure and data in cloud (SaaS and IaaS), hybrid and on-premises environments

- **Tap into Arctic Wolf security expertise 24x7:** Leverage our expert Concierge Security team assigned to your account for effective round-the-clock threat detection

- **Customize and scale security based on your exact needs:** Our service accounts for the unique way your business operates and the specific security needs of your IT infrastructure, applications and users to deliver greater flexibility and tuning

Deep G Suite Visibility and Alerting

AWN CyberSOC™ provides comprehensive monitoring for G Suite

- 230+ detection rules upon setup, plus additional customization by the CST

- Comprehensive G Suite support
  - Google Drive
  - Gmail, Calendar
  - Groups, Hangouts, Mobile

- Supported G Suite licenses
  - Basic
  - Business
  - Enterprise
  - Education, Enterprise for Education
  - Nonprofits

- Detection and alerting for anomalous events
  - Login activity
  - Admin activity
  - File and folder activity—Drive (Business and higher)

- Detailed reporting
  - Executive summary (overall view)
  - Usage reporting (login and admin activity)
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Detect Unauthorized Access and Malicious Activity in G Suite

Suspicious Login Activity and Administrator Behavior Detected by Your Arctic Wolf Concierge Security™ Team

- Multi-geo logins, brute-force attacks, activity from suspicious locations
- Anomalous administrator settings changes to your active G Suite applications
  - OAuth and API access changes
  - Disabling SSO or 2SV
  - Domain settings (changes, transfers)
- Escalation of administrator privileges
  - Delegated administrator activity
  - Custom administrator role name changes
- Compromised mobile device alerts

Suspicious File and Folder Activity Detected by Your Arctic Wolf Concierge Security Team

- Changes to Team Drive membership
- Publicly accessible link creation
- Permission changes
- ACL updates

The Industry’s Fiercest SOC-as-a-Service

A security operations center (SOC) is the most essential element of modern security. But a SOC is expensive to build, complicated to manage, and far beyond the reach of most small to medium enterprises. So, many take the easy route and invest in new point security products, which is no guarantee of better protection. The cloud-based AWN CyberSOC™ service provides comprehensive 24x7 monitoring of both your on-premises network infrastructure and your cloud-native SaaS applications, such as G Suite. AWN CyberSOC differs from traditional managed security services, as it dynamically combines a world-class security team with advanced human-assisted machine learning and comprehensive, up-to-the-minute threat intelligence to protect you from known and emerging threats.